122	THE BAGHDAD AIR MAIL
Ramadi to Point near Police Post (Khan Nukhta).    I
set off in fairly good weather, but with sheets of grey
stratus flung across the sky.   As I approached Fellujah
I had to glide right down to fly under a rain shower,
and I saw the sinuous bends of the Euphrates, glimmer-
ing silver and gold in the rim beyond; and the distant
grey waste of Aqqar Kuf on the far horizon.    After
about 5 miles I came through it; and as I was approach-
ing the jeel by the police post my port engine started
packing up.    I tried her on each magneto with no
avail.    I turned, glided down into wind, picked a flat-
looking spot which appeared to be dry and landed
successfully*    My first forced landing.    We put up
our ground W/T station  and signalled to  Hinaidi.
The police corporal, Corporal Abbas, rode out from
the post, and I got him to fetch a native policeman;
both of them helped us and kept off the inquisitive
Bedou who appeared.    Two,  a  Sheikh  and another,
were allowed to squat down and look on.    We took
down the carburettors and emptied much mutty1 and
water from them.    We had a terrible job with them,
as my fitter had apparently left some essential spanners
out of the kit.    I heated a spanner up on my faithful
Primus stove and we filed it out to fit    We started
up and the engine ran up O.K.   Nairn turned up with
two cars—we were just by the track, although I did
not realize it until after I had landed.   The cars were
mud-covered up to the roof, and they thought that one
had broken a spring and the other had had its steering
wrenched out of truth by the awful state of the track
between there and Baghdad.    However, they had a
rough look at them and passed them as O.K.   Nairn
1 Slang name for Iraq mud.

